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AirTex Group

Mark Phillips

mark.phillips@airtexgroup.com

Alice + Olivia

Dayna Naar

dayna.naar@aliceandolivia.com

Alsico USA

Matt Colatruglio

mcolatruglio@alsicousa.com

Jimmy Harris

abl@windstream.net

Joe Stanley

joe@americanplush.com

APS Group

Jon Bernstein

jbernstein@aps-group.com

Boathouse Sports

M Kent Zambelli

kzambelli@boathouse.com

American Bag and Linen
Company
American Plush Textile
Mills, LLC

Bull Engineered Products
Canadian Apparel
Federation

Nick Tarlton

Nick.Tarlton@bullep.com

Bob Kirke

bkirke@apparel.ca

Canvas Craft Inc.

Ben Braun

ben@canvascraftinc.com

Avant Technology

Greg Bow

gbow@avanttechnology.com

Canvas Craft Inc.
Carolina Creative Products
Carolina Gym Supply Corp.

Ben Braun
James Bradley
Tracy Hunter

ben@canvascraftinc.com
jbradley@carolinamfg.com
tracy@carolinagym.com

tomb@ceg.org

Chico's FAS, Inc.

Thomas Bell
Terri McManus
Becerril

Clothier Design Source

Alyssa Meyer

theresa.becerril@chicos.com
Alyssa@clothierdesignsource.co
m

CM Almy
Cover Loft, The

David Dube
Lis Lawlor

ddube@almy.com
lislawlor@coverloft.com

Center for Economic
Growth (NY)

New York

USA

Comments
The Airtex Group has the machinery and skilled workforce needed to make cut and sew face masks,
720-272-6965 bedding, drapes and other sewn goods needed during the COVID-19 crisis.
Needs fabric to makde gowns and face masks
646-214-8557
Global cut and sew organization who manufacturers garments -- Berry and Nonberry Compliant -330-931-8677 wants to help
While we do not currently produce face masks, we are a contract cut and sew operation that has
been in business for 38 years. We do not have automated equipment to produce the masks but
706-778-5377 would certainly be interested in helping in any way we can.
765-609-0456 Knit cut and sew facility in Lumberton, NC
Has sewing factory in El Salvador with 800 machines and would be interested in transitioning from
818-700-3700 garments to PPE items
factory in Philadelphia with 75 sewers and over 200 machines. interested to redeploy capability from
athletic wear and jackets to medical supplies. would be poviding sewing labor. currently 100% down
and seeking exemption to reopen.
215-869-1209

We are a plastic injection molder with die-cutting, ultrasonic welding and assembly capabilities
looking to assist where possible in the production of masks, or elsewhere in the coronavirus relief
704-504-0300 x 225 effort. Please let me know if there is anywhere we can assist or repurpose our production efforts.
federation representing 500k network of home sewers to help make masks and some scrubs - NEED
613-231-3220 x 224 FABRIC
Located in Otsego , MN 20-person shop specializes in custom fabric and metal products. have
automated fabric cutting capabilities as well as a full time sewing team. has a metal fabrication team
763-428-4325 and specialize in custom structures, from tents to highly custom fabricated structures. want to help
Large computer hardware mfr in Mexico wants to gear manufacturing to help with PPE -- offering
512-587-2191 skilled labor pool, space and fulfillment capabilities

763-428-4325
1864-616-7360
877-496-7883

518-465-8975 x 242

Located in Otsego , MN 20-person shop specializes in custom fabric and metal products. have
automated fabric cutting capabilities as well as a full time sewing team. has a metal fabrication team
and specialize in custom structures, from tents to highly custom fabricated structures. want to help
Bandanas and Have Cut & Sew Operations
Facility in Hillsborough, NC willing to transition into sewing department
My colleagues and I work with many manufacturing companies in upstate NY assisting them in a
variety of business strategy, growth and optimization matters. Several of those companies normally
engaged in the design and production of linens, custom window treatments and other fabric based
products have the capability and desire to pivot to the manufacture of masks and other critically
needed PPE. We are very much interested in learning how we could assist them through the
providing of information regarding the most effective way to understand major supply chain needs
and potential points of entry. Any guidance that you could share on this important matter would be
greatly appreciated.

239-346-8044 May can assist through their supply chain
608-852-4547 ready to make the masks and gowns; just need the fabric
Manufacturer of clothing willing to help
561-568-5910
Custom canvas fabricating shop with 4 seamstresses
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Comments
US Based with owned cut and sew facilities in Mexico and Nicarauga. Looking to produce FDA
approved Masks. Producing Tech Packs for hospitl gowns and Looking for additional production in
these type garments. Has capacity to prioduce masks and/or cut and sew medical apparel
LA textile mfr who can help with cut and sew of masks.
Provider of ortho medical products with 3000 person mfg workforce in Tijuana, MX wants to partner
to produce masks
Willing to mfr masks and gowns; based in LA, CA; needs materials and specs

Cupid Intimates
Sippin Daisys

Eric Crawford
Elaine Tran

ecrawford@cshape.onmicrosoft.c
om
elain@vivausaswim.com

DJO, LLC
Dragon 88
Elk Brand Manufacturing
Co., Inc.

Rich Gildersleeve
Kiyo Ohara

rich.gildersleeve@djoglobal.com
kiyo@dragon88.com

760-533-4554
310-474-8931

Julie Haley

julie.haley@elkbrand.com

Fabric Images

Arron Bullock

abullock@fabricimages.com

FELLFAB Corporation

Charles Picou

charles.picou@fellfab.com

Dillon Malay

dmalay@frostriver.com

Andrea Cancellieri

andreac@gamesportswear.com

615-400-7700 Apparel mfg company in TN willing to convert to sewing PPE masks and apparel
Manufacture custom fabric and metal projects and are located northwest of Chicago. Would like to
begin the process of producing masks and other items as we are able in our facility and would also
847-9035970 like to identify the materials needed.
how can our company facilitate and assist in production of cut and sewn products such as PPE,
patient mattresses, foam pads and other items.
FELLFAB CORPORATION has manufacturing in Texas and Atlanta which manufacture for Boeing,
817-807-0152 Lockheed Martin, Delta and Amtrak.
Facility in Duluth, MN specializing in wxed canvas and leather products willing to convert all efforts
218-623-6368 to PPE equipment -- how can they help
Manufacturer wanting to help with masks. Has 30 apparel mfg workers and commercial sewing
203-249-6867 machines

Matthew Hunt

gettees.mat@gmail.com

Dave Chadick
Carrie Bovender

dchadick@goodwillks.org
carrie@grandforest.us

Frost River
Game Workwear &
Sportswear

Minnesota USA

GETTEES
Goodwill Industries of Ks,
Inc
Grand Forest Products

Michigan
Kansas

USA

Haworth Wood Seating

Lindsay Dilley

Iconic Marine Group

John Boyt Industrial Sewing Iowa
Keyston Bros (fabric
distribution)

USA

Knit-Rite, Inc.
Kolcraft
L2 Brands

North
Carolina

USA

404-625-5215
626-379-4537

We design, cut and sew all our products from our own factory in Sterling Heights, MI. want to help
sew hospital masks making as many as possible. We have sewers and machines ready to go
Network of agences across US some of which sew products -- are interested in utilizing their sewing
316-744-9291 expertise to assist
843-486-1779 Cut & Sew Operations – 60 machines w/ 30 seamstresses; automatic cutters; digitizers
Haworth is interested in donating resources to the cause in the manufacture of facemasks. We have
CNC fabric cutting equipment and sewing capacity to assist in the cause. We would like to get the
specifications, instructions, and sources of materials to manufacture the facemasks in our facilities.
Willing to utilize specialty offline shops to cut/sew masks and also create protective barriers with
plexiglass
We are an industrial sewing facility in central Iowa. We have been asked by numerous hospitals /
clinics and the general public to see if we can help in the manufacturing of some masks. After looking
online we believe the “Olson mask” is probably the one that is in our wheel house. Can you help us
source materials for the .03 micron filter material? Any help you can provide would be greatly
appreciated.
fabric distributor with 20k active customers with industrial sewing machines who want to help make
masks and will ship direct
Need specs on how to help. Already started to design and prototype masks and need to know about
pre-approved raw materials.

336-689-0603

Natascia McCraight

Lindsay.Dilley@Haworth.com
nmccraight@iconicmarinegroup.c
om

Pete Ranallo

pete@johnboyt.com

515-270-7031

Dee Duncan

dunkplace@gmail.com

770-845-2414

Ranoldo Davis

rdavis@knitrite.com

913-279-6346

Dan Hige

dhige@kolcraft.com

954-856-1320 NC plant with 8 sewers willing to make masks

dlivezey@l2brands.com

610-547-9146 Plant in El Salvador wants to hlp produce PPE -- needs regulations

El Salvador Debbie Livezey

252-288-1683
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Los Angeles based design firm and apparel manufacturer. We produce all of our product in the USA.
We design and sell to many US retailers throughout the United States. We sell to Nordstrom, Tilly’s,
Dry Goods, Altard State, Dillard’s and many more. As all of us, my company has been affected by the
challenges with COVID-19. All retailers stopped taking their product, so rather than worry about the
short term impact. My team wants to help in any way they can to produce medical supplies. I have
access to amazing cutting help and sewers. We want to make sure we are following protocol through
this process. Please let me know what I can do to be a part of this coalition.

La La Land Creative Co.

California

Amy Powers

amy@lalalandcreativeco.com

951-532-1167

Martin Greenfield Clothiers

Tod Greenfield

tod@greenfieldclothiers.com

MFI International

Paola Ramos

paola.ramos@mfiintl.com

516-658-5604 needs fabric, could convert sewing plant to produce hospital gowns and other sewn items
We want to join the coalition on the manufacturing for face masks and other textile needs, such as
medical gowns, and protective/ safety gear. We have 2 cut & sew facilities, up and running. Currently
starting up gown manufacturing, and have expanded capacity for protective hoods., for an existing
915-228-8231 customer, due to the emergency needs.

Misty Mountain
Threadworks
MyDyer

California

Pacific Athletic Wear

Pari Passu

USA

Jennifer Kearse
Billy Chiang

jennifer.mistymountain@gmail.c
om
billy@mydyer.com

California

Alex Hillenbrand

alexh@pawwear.com

New York

Shanna Goldstone

sgoldstone@paripassushop.com

USA

Pinehurst Manufacturing

Honduras Matt Anglemyer

manglemyer@pinehurstmfg.com

Planet Advance

Canada

Weldon Taylor

weldon@planetadvance.com

Levi Bedall

levi@pneu.haus
jboorboor@redfoxinnovations.co
m

Pneuhaus
Red Fox Innovations

Minnesota USA

Dominican
Republic Alexis Miller Lettis

Regent Apparel
Signature CanvasMakers

Jon Boor Boor

Virigina

Sigvaris, Inc.

USA

Chandler

amiller@regentapparel.com
chandler@signatureCanvasMaker
s.com

USA

Michael Leonard

michael.leonard@sigvaris.com

The Forecast Agency

California

USA

Megan Fleming

megan@theforecastagency.com

Thorlo, Inc.

North
Carolina

USA

Brad Warren

bwarren@thorlo.com

We are capable of switching production and making masks and gowns and have been asked by local
agencies. Our capabilities are far smaller compared to Haines and others but I think we could be of
service. I am trying to identify the the pattern and materials being used to that we are in lock step
828-963-6688 with others producing these items. Could you direct me to a contact that might be able to help?
562-420-9091 x 117 Global apparel sourcing/mfg company in Long Beach CA with 100 sewing employees
Based in Garden Grove, CA; 74,000 sq ft facility; Wants to help in production of medical garmetns
714-697-2557 and masks.
Need supplier of fabric for women's apparel company out of New York City. The factory we work
with is able to pivot to produce PPE masks/gowns/scrubs immediately and I'm looking for a source to
obtain fabric from. If you could provide any guidance or connect me with a supplier that would be
greatly appreciated.
917-375-3743
336-460-0805 Facility in Honduras
Canadian company wants to help in production of face masks. Needs patterns and supppliers of
material
Small studio of highly skilled textile fabricators with a fabric CNC cutter and ability to mobilize dozens
of workds. Capability is cutting 300-2,000 masks per day and fabricating 300-1,000 masks per day.
513-373-6909 Want to help
651-440-9323 MN based cut and sew company
US based uniform manufacturer with a factory located in the Dominican Republic using all US fabrics.
facility is still operating and would like to support the efforts and have raw materials for scrubs, lab
415-837-3272 coats, and other medical apparel.
Small Marine Canvas Shop in Hampton, VA, who has CAD and automated cutting capability. Team of
757-788-8890 6-8 sewing machinists willing to dedicate to the effort
SIGVARIS is a global leader in the production/distribution of medical compression garments. We
have 7 manufacturing plants worldwide of which two are located in the US. We are interested in
supporting the production of face masks to meet the increased demand due to the COVID-19
pandemic. Can you provide specification information and vendor supply information to aid us in this
1-770-632-2950 effort?
818-793-1991 LA Apparel Company with manufacturing in China. Need specs to mfr NIOSH ro FDA masks
NC hosiery mfr with 100 employees who can assembly and manufacturing certain fabrics; have a
distribution center that is highly flexible; have an engineering team that can design, implement
704-902-3467 product and process solutions
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Tommy Hilfiger
Totalwear

California

USA

Kashif Noor
Luis Linares

KashifNoor@tommy.com
linaluis@gmail.com

Stu Reynolds

stu@trfurniture.com
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US Standard Apparel

California

USA

Jakob Deitell

jakob@usstandardapparel.com

Valley Workwear LLC
Varsity Spirit Fashion
Verellen

Camargo

Mexico

Parker Harris
Mark Heard
Brandon Snyder

parker@renegadefr.com
mheard@varsity.com
brandon@verellen.biz

Comments
I am part of the innovation team at Tommy and was wondering if you have access to the specs and
standards for the U.S to make masks ?
Also, how can we help? Once we have the testing standards/specs, then we can go out and see if we
718-551-2617 can develop something.
813-324-1872 LA county based clothing mfr wants more info to produce masks
Commercial furniture mfg company in Indiana with capabilities to engineer, cut, sew and package
260-402-5999 protecive clothing
Located in Los Angeles and looking into producing masks at large scale. Our knitting facility SAS
Textiles is over 110,00 square feet and production has over 120 sewing machines. Looking into how
to get an exemption of shut down to open for the sake of producing masks.
Whom should I reach out to once we’re operational?
832-808-4229 New workwear factory located in Camargo, MX and has sewing capacity to produce medical masks
469-438-0442 Please let me know how we can participate in making mask and gowns.
336-889-7379 Will convert operations to help

Vermont Teddy Bear Co.

Vermont

USA

Matthew Mole

mmole@vtbear.com

Wilson Sporting Goods

Tennessee USA

Curtis C. Brown

Curtis.Brown@amersports.com

Robert Devaney

robertjdevaney@gmail.com

617-733-9935

Bill Ragsdale, Jr.

sales@graphicragz.com

404-299-7563

National Institute for the
Blind

Kurt Borgoyn

kborgoyn@nib.org

703-203-6033

Tempur Sealy International,
Inc.

Gary Ford

gary.ford@tempursealy.com

269-921-0294

Valkyrie Company/Abas
Accessories

GraphicRagz

Georgia

USA

802-324-0304

1931-738-7500 x 7274

Located in Vermont, we have been contacted by the Department of Health to assist with effort on
the local level to produce face masks. We have a sewing/manufacturing facility in which we plan to
be producing masks. I would appreciate being included on any communications on the development
of the supply chain for appropriate materials and resources available domestically.
I look forward to hearing from you.
A quick introduction, I am the plant manager at Wilson Sporting Goods in Sparta, TN. Sparta is a
neighboring town to Cookeville TN, midway between Nashville and Knoxville. We have a sew line in
Sparta with 15 sewers and wanted to see if there is a possibility we can help provide masks. I am sure
there are specific fabrics and patterns to fit what is truly needed. Please let us know if we can help fill
a need locally, regionally, nationally.
As we are all thinking about today, my father would like to contribute in any way possible to helping
the Covid-19 situation. With access to the right patterns and material components, Valkyrie can
produce thousands of Surgical Mask units on a daily basis. Do you have a source you can point us to
for the procurement of the appropriate materials for surgical masks?
We have been a custom sewing manufacturer for 15 years located near Stone Mountain Georgia.
Our largest programs in the past were 10,000 units of 7 different SKU per week for 2 ½ years for
Bruder Health Care. For the past several years we have been sewing post operative compression
garments for The Marena Group and custom printed athletic wear. This unprecedented medical
emergency has caused us to have an abundance of open capacity.
Good morning. My name is Kurt Borgoyn. I am an engineer for National Industries for the Blind (NIB).
If you are not familiar with NIB, NIB represents about 90 individual agencies across the country that
provide products and services to the US government. These products include textiles such as
uniforms, etc. for the US military. Many of these agencies are interested in assisting with the
production of medical supplies in light of the current virus situation.
I’ve seen the releases regarding the coalition formed by Hanesbrand, Fruit of the Loom, and others
to build face masks. Tempur-Sealy is looking for ways to help support relief efforts associated with
the COVID-19 outbreak. Our bedding factories have sewing capabilities. Is there an opportunity to
assist in this effort?
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Jostens

South
Carolina

Advanced Metal Fab., Inc.

(mentione
d Navarro)

Country

USA

Name

Title

Email

CUT & SEW
SERVICE PROVIDER
Phone

Duke Walker

Samuel.Walker@jostens.com

251-402-5370

Dan Chustak

dan@amf-in.com

574-259-1263

Jim Siesennop

jsiesennop@signzoneinc.com

651-331-8481

Vinent Rojas

vincerojas@gmail.com

818-429-2109

Cross Link, Inc.

Rick Horrigan

rickhorrigan@outlook.com

Nike (Apparel Innovation)

Jolynn Mitchell

Jolynn.Mitchell@nike.com

Bryan W. Corbell

bwcorbell@llebroc.com

ShowDown Displays
RobeWorks

Llebroc Industries Inc.

The Fox Company
Precision Fabrics Group, Inc.

California

Texas

North
Carolina

USA

USA

USA

Nicky Keylin
Shelby Ballini

nberzack@thefoxcompany.com
Shelby.Ballini@precisionfabrics.c
om

1-828-657-4477

817-925-3748

Comments
We have production facilities both domestically and off-shore (Mexico and Dominican Republic). Our
cut & sew facilities are in Laurens, SC and the 2 off-shore plants I just mentioned. Our facility in the
Dominican Republic has been in discussions with Hanes for over a week to partner on finish
manufacturing and shipping of a product they’ve been producing to help meet demand for medical
PPE. We are working to scope our production capabilities and identify the most appropriate product.
But we are seeking to either identify/match with a partner/customer, similar to the Haynes project.
Is that something you could help me with? Any facilitated introductions are welcome.
I am also working with small sewing groups that are supplying hospital staff with homemade masks.
Maybe, with direction, they could be spending time on a better product with better materials as I
read that participating manufacturers have the first face masks have been approved by the U.S.
Department of Health and Human Services. Perhaps the design should be posted here with a
material list.... folks are making masks anyway.
My company has large cut & sew capacity and several locations. We would like to help out as we
have capacity.
I would like to talk to you in converting our manufacturing factory in Los Angeles to manufacture
medical gowns.
Preferred Finishing is able to manufacture coated and laminated barrier fabrics and fabric
laminations. We also have industry contacts available to cut & sew fabrics into protective garments
or medical drapes. We need a supply channel to get the protective garments and medical drapes to
the end users. We can process up to 50,000 Linear yards of fabric per day depending on the coating
or lamination required. We currently have very large inventories of bleached and scoured cotton
fabrics, non- woven fabrics, and films. We have access to a larger supply of these substrates. We also
have the ability to digitally print wide width fabrics. CrossLink is a chemical and polymer blending
company. We have industrial size chemical mixing, blending and packaging capabilities. We can
blend and package drum quantities up to tank truck size quantities of chemicals needed including
coatings, sanitizers and disinfectants. We have suppliers able to provide a wide range of chemical
raw materials.
I reached out to a contact at Hanes and they recommended we contact you regarding the
consortium you are steering through the National Council of Textile Organizations regarding the
making of masks. Would you be a good point of contact for us at Nike to discuss the potential needs
and how we might assist in the effort?
We are a Fort Worth, Texas based manufacturing company currently making products for the marine
industry, we are in a 82k sq. ft factory, 4 cnc cutting machines 1.8m x 7cm cutting capacity, 30
seamstresses, along with assembly, packaging, and shipping capabilities. We have vendor
relationships with Hanes Corporation that can provide the raw material for Mask and gown
production. We are interested and available to pursue converting a portion of our factory over to
manufacturing these products, we are also a GSA contract holder as well.

According to a press release that I have just read, American textile companies are joining forces to
manufacture medical masks. John E. Fox, dba The Fox Company (founded in 1930) is based in
Charlotte, NC and we offer complete service to the sewn products industry. We sell sewing,
spreading, cutting and finishing machines as well as parts and supplies for the Cutting and Sewing
Rooms. As primary distributors, we offer both Genuine and Generic parts for all the major brands
including, but not limited to Brother, Clinton, Durkopp-Adler, Eastman, Groz Beckert needles, Juki,
704-399-4581 Kansai, Merrow, Organ needles, Pegasus, Pfaff, Schmetz needles and Union Special.
336-509-9727

